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ARROW'S IMPOSSIBILZTY THEOREM

ON
RESTRICTED DOMAINS

Ton J.A. STORCKEN, TILBURG, THE NETHERLANDS

ABSTRACT.

We will strengthen Arrow's impossibility theorem by giving domain-
restrictions such that these do not admit social welfare functions.
Only Blau (1957) gives a restriction, every triple is free, which
preserues the well known impossibility. We will proof that if the
collection of subsets of the set of all pairs of alternatives, say
A, on which there is always a dictator (e.g. the set of pairs of a
free triple) is covering A and connected, then the impossibility
still holds. Furthermore we will give counter examples if we drop
the covering condition or the connectedness.

1. INTRODUCTION.

In social welfare theory one tries to aggregate individual
preferences of society members up to a group preference.
Arrow (1978) proved that this aggregation is dictatorial if it
satisfies some "social" conditions. In the course of time these
conditions have been weakened to: a weak Pareto-optimality and the
independence of irrelevant alternatives. Thus there has been a
strengthening of Arrow's impossibility theorem, which relaxed the
"social" part of the welfare functions. Now we are going to
strengthen Arrow's theorem by restricting the domain of the
welfare functions.
Blau (1957) gave in his correction of Arrow's original theorem
such a restriction of the domain, namely: Every triple of
alternatives must be free (can be freely ranked by each
individual). However he imposed relaxable "social" conditions
(those of Arrow) on the welfare functions. Storcken (1983)
combined already Blau's restriction and the relaxed social
conditions to derive an impossibility result.
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Now we are going to relieve the condition: "Every triple of
alternatives must be free", such that the impossibility of
aggregating a non díctatorial welfare function, which is
independent of irrelevant alternatives and weak Pareto optimal is
still garanteed.
In section 2 we introduce some notations and in section 3 we prove
our theorem. Section 4 concludes with some counter examples, in
case we drop one of the conditions of our theorem, and with an
illustration of the strength of our theorem.

2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS.

Let A-{al, ..., a} be a set of alternativés. We will expect
P

that there are at least three alternatives. Let N-{1, ..., n} be
the set of individuals, agents or players. A preference relation
over the alternatives is a relation R from A to A which is:

(1) Transítive: for all x, y, z in A if (x, y) E R and
(y, z) E R then (x, z) E R.

(2) Complete (total): for all x, y in A(x, y) E R or
(y, x) E R.

By K(A) we denote the set of all preference relations to A, and by
L(A) the set of preference relations R on A which are:

Anti symmetric: for all x, y in A if (x, y) E R and
(y, x) E R then x- y.

Now every individual i has his own set of preference relations
denoted by K(A) i or L(A) i respectively. Moreover K(A) V(or L(A) V)
denotes the product set of K(A) (or L(A) ) over i in V, wheni i
V c N. Thus K(A)i c K(A)and K(A)N c K(A)N. The elements of K(A)V
(L(A)V) are called profiles of preferences and will be denoted by
RV. Let i E V. The preference relation of i in RV will be denoted
by R.. If V-{1, 2, ... v} then F~ -(R1, R2, ..., R).i
Let a, b E A and R E K(A), then a R b means (a, b) E R; in words a
is preferred at least as much as b at relations R. If R E L(A) we
call R a lineair order, since then the elements of A can be ranked
from better to worse. Such a ranking is sometimes presented as
R: ... a... b..., if a R b and not b R a. This is also done if
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R E K (A) .

A society consists of three components namely: a set of
alternatives, A, a set of individuals, N, and a set of profiles,
K(A) N or L(A) N. Let I' be a society then I' -( A, N, K(A) N) or
I' -(A, N, L(A)N). Furthermore we restrict ourselves, since we use
impossibility theorems with such restrictions, to the case where
each individual cannot always be indifferent to a given pair of
alternatives. Thus we suppose that for all i E N all a, b E A,
a~ b, there is a relation R E K(A), (or R E L(A),) such that noti i
a R b or not b R a.

A welfare function on 1' is a mapping f from K(A)N to K(A) or a
mapping from L(A)N to K(A). f aggregates the preferences of a
profile up to a preference of the group. By WF(I') we denote the
set of welfare functions on I'.
A social welfare function on 1' is a welfare function f E WF(I')
s.t..

(1) f is weak Pareto-optimal:
For all a, b E A and RN E K(A)N (or RN E L(A)N):
If for all i E N a R, b and not b R, a then a f(R ) b

1 1 N
and not b f(RN) a.

(2) f is independent of irrelevant alternatives:
For all RN, RN E K(AN) (or L(AN)) and each ~~ X ~ A
If RNIX - RNIX then f(RN) IX - f(RN) IX'

where RNIX -(R1IX, R2IX ..., RnIX) and R~X - R n X x X
if R E K (A) .
Thus RIX is the restriction of R to X.

Another social condition is that of non dictator ship:
f is non dictatorial if:
For all i E N there ís a profile RN E K(A)N and a pair of
alternatives a, b E A such that
a R1 b and not b Ri a and not a f(RN) b.

By SWF(I') we denote the set of all social welfare functions on 1'
and by ND-SWF(I') the set of non dictatorial social welfare functions
on 1'. We introduce now the term free triple (see also Arrow (1978)
and Blau (1957)).Let a, b, c E A be three alternatives.
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Then {a, b, c} is called a free triple of I' if

(1) I' -(A, N, L(A)N) and for all i E N L(A)i~{a, b, c} - L({a, b, c})

or
(2) 1' -(A, N, K(A)N) and for all i E N K(A)i~{a, b, c} - K({a, b, c}),
(In words, every triple of alternatives can be freely ranked by each

individual), where L(A).~X -{R~X : R E L(A),} and K(A),~X -
1 1 1

{R~ X: R E K(A, )} for X c A, X~~.
1 -

3. MAIN RESULTS.

In the proof of our main theorem we use Arrow's impossibility
theorem in the improved version of Blau (1957) and a weakening of
it mentioned by Storcken (1983). Since its main idea is
introduced by Arrow, we will refer to it with Arrow's impossibility

theorem. We will not prove it.

Theorem 3.1. (Arrow's Impossibility theorem):
Let I' -(A, N, K(A)N) (or I' -(A, N, L(A)N)) be a society such

that every triple in A ís free (~AI ~ 3), then the set of non
dictatorial social welfare functions on I' is empty. (3.1.)

We now continu with an informal sketch of the proof of the theorem,
which strengthens theorem 3.1. Of course we will also give a more

formal proof, which is better to understand once the intuitive
idea is known. As we already mentioned, the condition that each
triple in A is free can be weakened. To describe this weakening we
need the notions: decisiveness, decisive closure and decisive
connection.
We say that an individual i is decisive over the pair (x, y) in
f E WF (1') ,(for some society 1') , if for every profile RN E K(A) N
(or L(A)N) the following implication holds:

If x Ri y and not y Ri x then x f(RN) y and not y f(RN) x.
So when ever i prefers x to y and is not indifferent between them
society should prefer x to y and should not be indifferent between
them.
Our strategy is now the following:
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Let I' -( A, N, K(A) N) (or I' -( A, N, L(A) N) ) be a society,

f E SWF (I') . We shall construct sets ot g(I') , oti (I') , o-ll (r) , 012

(I') , 0l2 (I') , . . . of n-tuples V - (V1, V2 . . . Vn) , where each

Vi c A x A- ~A such that all of these sets olare decided, i.e.
for any V-(V1, ..., Vn) in cn there is an individual i c N such
that i is decisive on V,. As a corrollary we then have our maini
ttieorem :

If for some k, Ol ( I') -{(A x A - ~A, ..., A x A- ~A)} then
f is dictatorial

So let I' -( A, N, K(A) N) (or r -( A, N, L(A) N) ) be a society and

f E SWF (I') .

I) We first have to find ot0 (r), which is decided. Take:
Ot0 (r) :- {(S., S., ... S,) E(A x A- ~ )N : S', is a free

J J J A J
triple ot 1 aná 5. - 5', x S'. - G}.

J J J A
In order to show that o1~ (I') is decíded it is sufficient to prove
more general
Lemma 3. 2. : Let I' -( A, N, K(A) N) (or I' -( A, N, L(A) N) ) be a

society, f E SWF (I') and S' a free triple of I'. Then there is an

individual i E N such that i is decisive on S- S' x S' - ~.A
Proof:
Consider I' ~ S' -( S' , N, K(A) N ~ S' ) (or I' ~ S' - ( S' , N, L(A) N ~ S' )).

Then fIS' E SWF(I'IS') and by Theorem 3.1. f~S' has a dictator

since f is IIA, i is decisive on S- S' x S' - 0. a
A

II) Construction of rnk } 1(r) from otk (P) .

i) and C are

(Notation B, i~ C, j) iff: i- j or there are x, y E A,

For B, C c A x A- ~A and i, j E N we define B
strongly connected by i and j.

R, E K(A) . (or R, E L ( A) .) and R . E K(A) ,(or R, E L(A) ,) such
1 i 1 i J J J J

that (x, y) E B ( y, x) E C, R,: ...x...y... and R. ...y...x...i j
ii) For V-(V1 ... Vn) and W-(Wi ... Wn) in oik (P) we define

V is strongly connected to W in otk ( I') ,(notation V~ Q) iff

for all i, j E N: V, i~ W, j.
iii) And for all V, W E Q~ (I'), V and W are decisively connected
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in at k(I') (notation V~~ ~r) W) iff there are

U0, ... Uk E al k(I') such that k V- UU, Ut ~ Ut } 1 and Uk - W.

Note that sy ~ (r) is an equivalence relation on 61 k(I') . By
k

[U]~ (r) we denote the equivalence class of U in Ol k(I') .

Now k Ot k} 1(I') :- {V : for some U E Ol k(I') , V- E W},

W E [U]Ql k (I')
where (U1 ... Un) t(W1 ... Wn) -(U1 U W1, ..., Un U Wn).

In order to show that Ol k t 1(I') is decided if Ol k (I') is decided,

it suffices to prove
Lemma 3.3. If B, i~ C, j, i is decisive in f on B and j is
decisive in f on G, then i- j.
Proof:
Suppose i~ j and B, i~ C, j. Then by definition there are

x, y E A, R' E K(A) , (or R' E L(A) ,) and R, E K(A) , (or R; E L(A) ,)
i i i i J J J J

such that (x, y) E B, (y, x) E C, R' ....y...x... and R' ....x...
J 1

y... . Since i is decisive in f on B, it follows that x f(RN) y.

And since j is decisive in f on G we have y f(RN) x, where RN is a

profile such that R, - R' and R, - R:.Contradiction. o
1 i J J

III) Construction of Ol k} 1(I') from Q1 k} 1(I') :

i) For B c A x A- ~A, x, y E A and i E N we define :

(x, y) is in the decisive neighbourhood of B with respect to

i iff there are z E A, R, E K(A) (or R, E L(A) ) such thati i i i
(x, z), (z, Y) E B and R. -...x...z...y... .

i
ii) Let D(i, B) .- {(x, y) E A x A :(x, y) is in the decisive

neighbourhood of B with respect to i}.
iii) We are now going to introduce the notion of decisive closure.

Let DD(i, B) :- B, and Dt } 1(i, B) :- Dt(i, B) U D(i, Dt(i, B)).

Since A is finite there exists t such that Dt } 1(i, B) -
Dt(i, B). Let D(i, B) - Dt(i, B) for such t. We call D(i, B) the

decisive closure of B with respect to i.
iv) Let V-(V1 ... Vn), where V, c A x A- ~A for all j. Then

7 -
ID(V) - (D(i, V,) ... D(n, V )).

n
Now Ol k i- 1(I') -{ID(V) - V E~ k t 1(I') }.

In order to show that o1 k} 1(1') is decided if o1 k} 1(I') is



decided it is sufficient to show:
Lemma 3.4.: If i is decisive on B in f, then i is decisive on
D(i, B) in f.
Proof:

Suppose

(x, z) ,

that R','
i

(x, y) E D(i, B), then there is a z E A such that
(z, y) E B and there is a Rï E K(Ai) (or Rï E L(A) i) such

Now we have to prove that if we have a profile RN E K(A)N (or RN E
L(A)N), such that R' ....x...y..., then f(RN) ....x...y... . Wei
can construct the profile R, with R, :- R' for all j E N-{i},N ~ ~
and R, .- R". By the independence of irrelevant alternatives of fi i
ít is sufficient to prove that f(RN) ....x...y... . Since (x, z) E
B and i is decisive in f on B we have: f(RN) ....x...z. Similarly
we fínd: f(RN) :...z...y... . By the transitivity of f(RN) it
follows: f(RN) .

Example 3.5. We shall execute the construction of ~ (r), Q1.
01 1(r) , Ot 2(r) , ol 2(r) ... for

r-(A, N, L(A)N), and for any
A-{al, aZ, bl, b2, cl,

L(A)2 - {Ri, R2 ... R9},
Ri: al a2 bl b2 cl c2 gl

R2: c2 cl b2 bl a2 al gl

R3' gl g2 g3 al a2 bl b2
R4- gl 92 g3 a2 al b2 bl
R5: al cl bl g2 gl g3 a2

R6: b2 c2 a2 g3 gl q2 bl

R7' gl a1 g2 g3 a2 bl b2
R8: al a2 bl b2 gl cl g2
R9. ai a2 g3 g2 bl gl b2

f

the following
0

society
E SWF(?'), where N-{1, 2},

i

O

(r) ,

c2, gl, g2, g3}. L(A)1 -{R1 ... R9} and
The ordenings are as follows:

g2 g3
g2 g3
cl c2
c2 cl
c2 b2
cl al
cl c2

g3 c2
cl c2

Ri - R1

R2 - R2
R3 - R3

R4 - R4
R5: al c2 bl g2 gl g3 a2 cl b2

R6: b2 cl a2 g3 gl g2 bl c2 al
R~: al gl g2 a2 g3 bl b2 cl c2
R8: al a2 bl b2 cl gl g2 c2 q3
R9: al a2 bl g3 b2 g2 gl cl c2.

The free triples of r are: Sál, Sa2' Sa3' Sbl' Sb2' Sb3' Scl' Sc2'
Sc3, where Sxi -{xl, x2, gi} for x E{a, b, c} and i E{1, 2, 3}.

~ ~Let S - S x S - Then Ot (r) -{(Sxi xi xi A~ 0 xi' Sxi) : x E
{a, b, c} and i E{1, 2, 3} , Note that for all x E{a, b, c},

(Sxl, Sxl) ~(Sx2, Sx2) and (Sx2, Sx2) ~(Sx3, Sx3) and hence
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(S , S ) ~ (S , S ) . Therefore 6l ' (r) - { (S U S U
xl xl 010 (r) x3 x3 1 xl x2

V

S, S U S S); x E{a, b, c}}. For our conveníence let
x3 xl x2 x3

Sx :- Sxl U Sx2 U Sx3. Then ol i(r) -{(Sa. Sa) ~(Sb. Sb) .(Sc, Sc) }.
Observe: (gi, al) E Sa, (al, g2) E Sa and R7: ...gl...al...g2.
Thus (gl g2) E D(1, Sa) .

Similarly (gl, g3) E D(1, Sa).

It is easily checked that D(1, Sa) -{(gl' g2)' (gl' g3)}~ and (3.6.)
further more that D(1, Sa) - Sa U{(91' g2)' (gl' g3)} (3.7.)

D(2, S1) - Sa U{(gl~ g3). (g2, g3)} (3.8.)
D(1, Sb) - Sb U{(g3, gl), (g2, gl)} (3.9.)
D(2, Sb) - Sb U{(g3, g2), (g3, gl)} (3.10.)
D(1, Sc) - Sc U{(91, g2). (gl. 93)} (3.11.)
D(2. Sc) - Sc U{(gl, g3), (g2, g3)} (3.12.)

Notice that D(1, S1), 1~ D(2, Sb), 2, since (gl, g3) E D(1, Sa),
(g3, gl) E D(2. Sb), R7: ...gl...g3... and R9: ...g3...g1... .
Similarly we find D(1, Sb), 1~ D(2, Sa), 2.
Thus ID( (Sa, Sa) ) ~ ID( (Sb, Sb) ) . (3. 13. )

And similarly we find ID((Sb, Sb)) ~ ID(Sc, SC)). (3.14.)

Notice that rn 1 (r) -{ID( (Sx, Sx) ): x E {a, b, c}}. (3. 15. )

We construct now a new set:

O'l Z(r) - {V : V- E W and U E ol 1(r) }.

W E ~U~CJI (r)
~t2 (r) - {(V D(1, sx), U D(2,lsx))}.

x E{a, b, c} x E{a~ b, c}

Finally we construct our last set:

~ 2 cr) :- {ID(v) : v E rn Z(r) }.
We are ready íf we have shown that
D(1, U D(1, Sx)) - A x A- ~A - D(2, U D(2, Sx)).

x E {a, lj, c} x E {a, Lj, c}

Because of simularities we only prove the first equation. We
abbreviate this proof by the following table:
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A x A al a2 bl b2 cl c2 gl g2 g3

al 0 2~R1 1~R5 2~R1 1~R5 0 0 0

a2 0 i~R6 2~R1 i~R6 2~R1 0 0 0

bl 2~R2 1~R5 0 2~R1 1~R5 0 0 0

b2 1~R6 2~R,~ 0 1~R6 2~R1 0 0 0

cl 2~R2 1~R5 2~R2 1~R5 0 0 0 0

c2 1~R6 2~R2 1~R6 2~R2 0 0 0 I 0

gl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0

g2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1~R5

I g3 ( 0 I 0 0 I g I g I 0
I O I 1,R6L~~ `,I

This table illustrates by which step of decisive ne:ighbourhood a pair
of alternatives is "capturec". Let U- i~

x E {a, b, c}
D(1, S ).

x

Then if the x, yth cell of this table contains a"zero" this means
(x, y) E Dp(1, U). If it contains a"cross" this means (x, Y) E ~A
and if it contains "i~R." this means: (x, y) E D.(i, U), (x, y) ~

J 1
Dt(1, U), 0 c t C i, and there is a z E A such that R, ....x...z

7
...y... and (x, z), (z, y) E Di - 1(1, U). The reader can easily
check this table. Thus NDSWF(I') -~
We have seen that starting with ot ~(I') , a decided set of n-tuples

of subsets of A x A - ~A, we could construct a decided set (3l Z(1') ,

which is a singleton and such that any component of its element is

equal to A x A- ~A. Since Ol 2(1') was decided NDSWF (1') -~

This principle is used in our main theorem, which we are going to
intrcduce now.
Let I' -( A, N, K(A)N) (or I' -( A, N, L(A)N) ) be a society.

Let o1 be a set of n-tuples of subsets of A x A- ~.A
We say that OZ is connected iff rn is a singleton.
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We say that ol is covering A x A- ~A iff E U-(A x A- ~A, .

A x A- ~A) . U E ~

Let Qt ~(I') .- {S x S- DA : S is a free triple of I'} , and

Ulk (I') :- {ID(E W ) : U E ~ k - 1 (I') }. k ~ 0.

W E fUl~k - 1 (I')

Theorem 3.16.
Let I' be a society if there is a k~ 0 such that o1 k(1') is

connected and covering A x A- ~A then NDSWF (I') -(~.

Proof
By Lemma 3.2, ol ~(1') is decided in f, for all f E SWF(I') . By
simple induction, Lemma 3.3. and Lemma 3.4., we have rn k(I') is
decided in f, for all f E SWF(I').
But since ot k(I') is covering A x A- ~ and connected:

C31 k(I') -{( A x A- ~A, ..., A x A- ~A) } for all f E SWF (I') . But
then there is an individual i E N such that i is decisive in f on
A x A- ~A. So f is dictatorial and NDSWF(I') -~ o

We conclude this section with a few remarks:

(1) Arrow's Impossibility theorem (3.1.) is implicated by Theorem
3.16. In fact if every triple is free in society I', then
OZ 1 (I') -{(A x A- ~A, ..., A x A- ~A) }, which is easily

seen since (S1, S1, ..., S1) ~~ (r) (S2, S2 ... S2), where

S- Si x Si - ~A i E{1, 2} and ~ Si is a free triple of 1'.

(2) In section 4 we will prove that theorem 3.16. is stronger than
theorem 3.1.

(3) Observe that rn ~ (I') could be any decided set and the theorem

would still hold. Thus for getting an impossibility result it

is not needed to calculate all free triples of I'. Moreover if
for all i E N and for some x, y E A and for all R, E K(A). (ori i
Ri E L(A)i) it is true that Ri :...x...y... then by weak Pareto

optimality of any f E SWF(I') f(RN) :...x...y... . And thus i is
decísive on (x,y) in f for all i E N.
Thus in case o'l ~(1') is decided for all f E SWF (I') , so is
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Ql' (I') .- {V' . V' -(V', .-., V'), V: - V. U{(x, y)~ for all0 1 n i i
i c N, i E N,

V - (V1, .. . , Vn) E 6t 0 (I') }.

Thus in stead of 6i 0(I') we could start with ot ~(I') .

(4) On the other hand it is not needed that every component in
ol k(1') is equal to A x A- DA to obtain an impossibility. If
we introduce the set of F(i) .- {(x, y) E A x A- DA : There

is a R, E K(A), (or R. E L(A),), R, :...x...y...}. and redefinei i i i i
the covering condition: ol is covering iff E U-(F(1), F(2), ..

U E Ql

F(n)),then theorem 3.16. is still true, which is easily checked.
For reasons of simplicity we neglect these strengthenings.

4. EXAMPLES.

We start with an example, which illustrates that we do not
strengthen theorem 3.20. by only demanding that there is an
k E IN U{0} such that m k (I') is connected.
Example 4.1. Connected but not covering.
We construct a society I' -(A, N, L(A)N) such that
(1) ~ k(I') is connected but not covering A x A- DA for some k E N
(2) IAI ~ 3 and NDSWF (I') ~ ~
By this we then have proved that we cannot drop the covering
condition of theorem 3.16. arbitrarily.
The construction of 1':
Let S e A, a, b E A. By L(S a b) we denote the set of preference
relation R E L(A) such that R:...s...a b for all s E S.
Similarly L(a S b) denotes the set of R E L(A) s.t. R:...a...s...
b... for all s E S.

Let: INI ~ 2, A-{a, b, d, c} and S-{a, b}.
Let: L(A) ,- L(S d e) U L(S c d) U L(c S d) U L(d S c) U L(c d S)i
U L(d c S) for all i E N.

We now show that I ólk (r) I- 1 and NDSWF (I') ~ jó for some k E N.

The set of free triples is: {{a, c, d}~ {b, c, d}},

Thus Irn 0(I') I- 2

But in case S1, S2 E ot 0(I') and S1 ~ S2 it is easily seen that
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S1, i~ S?, j for all i, j E N j~ i, since (c, d), (d, C) E S1
1 ~ 1

n S? and there are R, E L(A), and R, E L(A), such that:
7 1 i J J

R . ...c...d...i
J

Thus S1 ~~ (r) S2. But then ~~t 1(I') I- 1.

Then it ~ follows that for all k~ 1 ~ot k(1') ~- 1. This is

easily checked by the definition of rn k (1') .

Now we prove that NDSWF(I') ~~.

Take f(RN)~{x, y} - R1~{x, y} iff (x, y) ~ S x S- DA

R2~{x, y} otherwise.
we can easily see that if f is a welfare function it is a non-
dictatorial social welfare function.
Now 1' is splitable in 1 with splitting S.
This means that for all x, y E S and z E A the following holds:
If there is a R E L(A)i s.t. R....x...z...y... then z E S.
See Storcken (1983, definition 4.1.1. and 4.1.2.). Now by Storcken
(1983, lemma 4. 1. 1.) if follows that f E WF (I') . o

We continu with an example, which shows that dropping the

connection condition in theorem 3.16. may lead to a possibility.

Example 4.2. Covering but not connected.

We construct a society 1' -( A, N, L(A) N) such that

(1) There is a k E IN such that ~ k(1') is covering A x A- ~A but
not connected.

(2) ~A~ ~ 3 and NDSWF(I') ~ ~.

By this we then have proved that we cannot drop the connection
condition in theorem 3.16. arbitrarily.
Take ~N~ ~ 2, A-{a, b, c, d, e}, S-{a, b, c} and for all i~ N
L(A) ,- L(S d e) U L(S e d) U L(e S d) U L(d S e) U L(d e S) U

i
L(e d S) .

We first prove that NDSWF(1') ~~.
Take f as follows:

F(~)~{x, y} - R1~{x. Y} iff (x, y) ~ S x S- ~A

R2~{x, y} otherwise
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Similarly as in example 4.1. it follows that f E NDSWF(P). We
prove that ot k(1 ) is coverïng A x A- ~.
The free triples of P are:

Now you can easily check
So far all k~ 0 ot k(P)

S1 -{a, b, c} , S3 -{b, d, e}
S2 -{a, d, e} , g4 -{c, d, e}

that 6l ~(I') is covering A x A- ~.
is covering A x A- 0. This follows

immediately from the definition
Let Vi -(Si x Si - ~A, ..., Si x Si - ~A) E(A x A- ~A) N.

Then rn. ~ ( 1') -{Vi : i E {1, 2 , 3, 4}},

í7~ 1(P) -{V1, ID(VZ t V3 f V4) }, since
(this is easily checked by the reader).

now

V~ ~6t C (P) V3 ~QZ C (r) ~~4

Call ID(V2 t V3 f V4) - W. It is straightforward to check that
W- VZ f V3 f V4, and that not W ~~ (P) V1.
So by the definition of m k (P) it fóllows that 6t k(P) - rn 1 (P)
for all k~ 1. So there is no k E IN U{0} such that o1.k (P) is
connected. o

We are now going to prove that theorem 3.16. is stronger than
Arrow's Impossibility theorem 3.1. In fact we will construct a
society P, for a given N and A, with IAI ~ 3, such that IL(A),I - 6,i
for all i E N. Furthermore we will prove that if every triple in
P-(A, N, L(A)N) is free and IAI ~ 5 then IL(A)iI ~ 7 for all i E N.
Example 4.3. Impossibility result.
Let N and A be given finite sets, INI ~ 2 and IAI ~ 3. We are going
to construct a society P-(A, N, L(A)N) such that IL(A)iI - 6 for
all i E N and NDSWF ( I') -(~,

Let A - {al ... a }, B - {bl ... bk }, C - {cl ... ck } such that
p 1 2{a~ U B U C- A, I(P- 1)~2~ - kl.

So kl ~ k2 and kl f 1~ k2.
We take L(A), in the following way:i
R1 : a bl ... t

R2 . a ck ...
2R3 : bl ... bk

R , c .. c

k cl ... ck
1 2cl bk ... bl
a

1
1cl ... ck

a bk ... bi
1

4 k2 ' 1

of rn k (I') .
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R5: bl cl b2 c2 ... bk ck a

iff kl - k2 else RS : 2c1 2b1 ... bk ck a
R6: ck bk .,. cl bl a 1 2

iff k12- k2 else R6 : ck bk ... bl cl a.
2 1

Now abserve if x E B and y E C then {a, y, x} is a free triple
i n I' .
Let: Vij -{a, bi, cj} x{a, bi, cj} - ~A.

S,. -(V,,, V,. ... V) E(A x A- ~)N.i~ 1] i~ ij A
~O (I') -{Sij: 1 C i c kl, 1 C j C k2}.

Now it is easily seen that Vi ,k ~ Vi , 1 for all i, jl, j2,~1 ~2
k and 1 and also that Vi j, k`v Vi j, for all íl, i2, j k and 1.
Thus Q11 (I') is connecte~. 2

If S- S11 } S12 }... Slk ... Sk k then oll (I') -{ID(S)}.
Now it is sufficient to shów that 1 2 D(1, S1) - A x A- ~A,

Since L(A)i - L(A)j for all i, j E N.
So it is sufficient to show that (bl, b2), (cl, c2) E D(1, S1)
for all bl, b E B and cl, c2 E C, bl ~ b2 and cl ~ c2.

Let hl - bi and b2 - b if i C j there is a c E C such that
j

R5 . ...bi...c...b
J.

But then (bi, b.) E D(1, S1) and we are ready.
J

If j C i there is a c E C such that R6 :...bi...c...b,... and
J

thus we have again (bi , b,) E D(1, S 1) c D(1 , S i).
J

Similarly it follows that (cl, c2) E D(1, S1).
And now we have c1Y 1 (I') -{(A x A- ~A, ... A x A- ~A) }.

Thus NDSWF (I') -(d by theorem 3. 16. o

Finally we will prove that if I' -(A, N, L(A)N) is a society such
that IAI ~ S and every triple in A is free, then IL(A).I ~ 7.i
Observe that it is sufficient to prove this statement for the case
IAI - 5. The proof of this case has been brought about in
corporation with Prof.dr. A. Schrijver, to whom I am grateful for
his simple proof.
Let I' -(A, N, L(A)N), IAI - 5, IL(A)iI c 6, and every triple in 1'
is free. Let A - {al, a2 ... a5}.
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Then as an immediate result we have IL(A).I - 6, sincei
IL({a, b, c})I - ó,ïf I{a, b, c}I - 3.
Now let X.~ be the number of times that a, appears at the ji i

th

place in a relation of L(A)k for some fixed k E N. Zf ai is on
the lst place of a relation R E L(A)k it is on the first place
withing (2) - 6 triples.
If ai is on the 2sc place of a relation R E L(A)k it is on the
first place within (3) - 3 triples.
And if a, is on

i
the first place
If a, is on thei
triple.
Now a.i is

the 3th place of a relation
within
th

(2) - 1 triple.
R E L(A) k it is on

4 or 5th place it cannot be the first of a

in (2) - 6 triples of A. Since all these triples are
free we know that ai is 2 x 6 times first element of a free triple.
Thus we have:

, ~
6 X' f 3 X~ f

i i
Similar we find if

3 X? f 4 X3 t
i i

By (4.5.) we find:

Since X3 is divisable by 3, by (4.4.)
1 1 2 3

we have by (4.7.) X3 E{p, 3},
i

Thus by (4.4.) we find (X,, X., X.) E{(1, 2, 0), (2, 0, 0),
(1, 1, 3) , (0,

i i i
3, 3)}.

But (1, 1, 3) nor (0, 3, 3) is feasible by (4.6.).
So X3 - 0.

i
Since a, is arbitrarily chosen, we have X3 - 0 for all a, E A.i i i
But then there is no R E L(A)k. So IL(A)kl ~ 7.

we proved that theorem 3.16. is stronger than theorem 3.1.
Furthermore notice that in example 4.3., adding other lineair
ordenings to some of the L(A), i E N will not disturbe thei
impossibility. So we have found a"great" number of restrictions
which lead towards an impossibility result. Also it is shown by
example 4.1. and 4.2. that the conditions "covering" and
"connected" cannot be dropped arbitrarily, it is still an open
question whether these conditions are necessary.

Z
XJ - 12 (4.4.ji
we consider a, as middle element of a triple:
3 X4 - 12. 1 (-1. 5. )i

3~Xi t 4 Xi C 12, (4.6.)
and X, S 3 (4.7.)i
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